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Women
in Energy
A new
challenge
for the
new
economy
This issue of our quarterly
newsletter - The Challenger
- we are dedicating to “WE –
Women in Energy” activities
we have launched this spring.
Millennium Foundation Kosovo has planned an exciting and
ambitious combination of activities to provide hundreds of
energy-related scholarships, internships and entrepreneurship
grants for women in Kosovo.
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Less than 10% of all employees
in Kosovo’s energy sector are
women. Recognizing women’s
low representation in the labour market and in the energy
sector in particular, the project supports opportunities for
women to participate in the
energy sector as employees
and entrepreneurs through a
series of activities named “WE
- Women in Energy: Ensuring
Equal Economic Opportunities in the Energy Sector.”
The
Threshold
Agreement
signed in 2017 between Kosovo
and US Federal Agency Millennium Challenge Corporation,
has incorporated this multifacmillenniumfoundationkosovo

MFKosovo

millenniumfoundationks

Millennium Foundation Kosovo

eted series of activities focused
on Gender and Social Inclusion
across two programmatic areas:
“Reliable Energy Landscape”
and “Transparent and Accountable Governance”.
A national awareness campaign has also been launched
in the presence of MCC Vice
President, Karen Sessions and
President of Kosovo, Hashim
Thaçi; transmitted across various media channels in all local
languages; focused on inspiring stories of present women
leaders in energy sector and
their pioneering path towards
empowering women in Kosovo’s economy.
Furthermore, a separate activity
is being launched this summer,
together with the State Department, Intel Corporation and
GirlsUp UN Foundation, called
#WiSciKosovo, focused on organizing a big summer camp for
high school girls from Kosovo,
Serbia, Northern Macedonia and
USA, interested in STEAM (science, technology, engineering,
arts and mathematics) subjects.

Millennium Foundation Kosovo
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FROM OUR STAFF BLOGS

We Engender Energy /
Women in Energy (WE)
Let us make some educated, and hopefully unbiased, guesses
in terms of what a big chunk of our (and maybe wider) society
would answer when asked about women and their profession?
Women in Teaching—Society:
Women in Nursing—Society:
Women in Business—Society:

we asked a friend

of course, my teacher was a
woman.
yes, this profession definitely
fits women.
yes, I guess it should be
fine but can she handle the
pressure?

Women in Politics—Society:

Probably yes, but we need
men for top position as our
country need strong leaders
and women aren’t strong.

Women in Energy—Society:

Difficult, mining coal,
operating power plants,
setting tariffs, engineering
wind turbines. I just don’t see
women in these jobs!

One can be a bit humorous, but behind the humour, there are
some stark numbers. We do have some subconscious stereotypes about the need for the ‘family-friendly’ jobs for women,
and we have labelled some professions based on gender. Truth
is that 92% of all the people employed in the Kosovo energy
sector are men. Among 8% women, most do desk jobs such as
accounting or HR in big public energy companies such as KEK.
It doesn’t have to be this way. An average Kosovar engineering
student, based on MCC Kosovo Labor Force Survey (2017), has
a 64.7% chance of being employed, the second highest employment rate in Kosovo per field. Yet, the unfortunate part is that
only 20.8% of women are currently studying Mechanical Engineering at the University of Prishtina.
This is why MFK, with the support of MCC and private sector
actors, has launched WE / Women in Energy Program, an empowering series of activities dedicated to gender inclusion in
the energy sector.
In Kosovo there is a great demand for experts and leaders in the
energy field. The landscape is seeking people with knowledge
from various sectors.
To provide a clearer picture of the labour demand in the biggest energy firms in Kosovo, an internal Cost and Benefit analysis was done by MFK’s M&E team via interviewing these firms.
The highest labour demand is currently for professions such as:
Electrical Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, Technicians in Automatic, Electrical, and Mechanical Services, Hydro-mechanical
Engineers, Wind Energy Specialists, Hydro-Energy Specialists,
Renewable Energy Specialists as well as Power Plant Specialists.
So, our WE / Women in Energy Scholarship Program is being
launched to address these real issues of utter lack of women in
the energy sector, but also the great need that sector has for
qualified human resources.
For more blogs, news and multimedia content from our staff,
please check: https://millenniumkosovo.org/highlights/
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Gresa Statovci
is Scholarship and
Internship Consultant
at Millennium
Foundation Kosovo.

Favorite
Kosovo
Product?
SARAH OLMSTEAD
KOSOVO COUNTRY TEAM DIRECTOR, MCC

Asparagus is a remarkable vegetable. It’s delicious, versatile, quick to cook, and I could eat it for most meals and
still be happy. In the states, it’s fairly expensive unless it’s
in season, so I only buy fresh asparagus on special occasions. But I always have several bags of chopped asparagus in the freezer so that I can throw some into a pan any
time I want.
When I first went to the grocery store here in Kosovo, I
saw the asparagus. It was nearly €15 per kilo! I went to the
freezer section: no asparagus. I admit, I despaired a bit.
Then, in April, I saw a farmer selling some asparagus. I
snatched up four bundles and quickly ate them all. In early May, thanks to USAID’s Asparagus Week, I decided to
fill my freezer up with this green gold.
Freezing asparagus is easy but requires a little bit of
preparation. You wash and trim the asparagus - chop it
or leave it whole, depending on what you want it for - dip
it in boiling water for 30 seconds (otherwise the green colour fades), dry it off and then freeze it. I kept all the fattest
ones whole, so I can grill them or roast them in some olive
oil and salt, while I chopped up all the others to use in stir
fry, buttery bowls of penne, or sautéed with my morning
eggs. The trick for me is trying not to dip into my freezer
stash too often so I can enjoy my favourite Kosovo produce
for a little bit longer!

This newsletter is published
by Millennium Foundation
Kosovo (MFK) to inform
the public on the projects implemented within Threshold
Program, supported by the Millennium Challenge Corporation
/ Opinions and other information in this publication are not
necessarily reflective of the opinions of MFK, MCC, or other
partners in the Threshold program / Edited by Petrit Selimi /
Contributors: Burim Hashani, Erza Xhelili, Gentiana Mahmuti,
Gresa Statovci, Megi Pishtari, Rina Meta / Design and illustrations: Visar Arifaj, KABINETI / Contact: MFK, Migjeni Str. 21,
(ex Bank of Ljubljana), Floor 09, Prishtina 10000, Republic of
Kosovo / Email: office@millenniumkosovo.org
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Kosovo, amongst the
fastest growing economies
in Europe 2019-2021

The Vienna Institute for
International Economic
Studies (WIIW) stated
that Kosovo, Albania
and Moldova will be
the fastest growing economies among 23 countries of

NUMBER OF THE MONTH

Central, East and Southeast Europe (CESEE) in
the 2019-2021 period.
Kosovo’s economy is
expected to grow by an
average of 4% during the
period 2019 – 2021.

At MCC, we believe
countries and
economies cannot
prosper unless women
succeed. The Women
in Energy scholarship
program addresses
inequality through
education, and aligns
the skills of young
people entering the
workforce with the
needs of industry.
Strengthening
economic
opportunities
for women is
fundamental to our
mission, reducing
poverty through
economic growth”

Kosovo banks are growing
The net profit of Kosovo’s
banks rose by 6.7% to
19.1 mil euro during
the first quarter of
2019. The loan portfolio of Kosovo’s 10 licenced

banks expanded by 11.4% to
2.8 billion euro. Deposits also increased by a
healthy 10.1%, reaching
3.38 billion euro at the
end of March.

General Electric to build a
new power plant in Kosovo
and will end the €300m annual losses caused by the current unreliable power supply
in the country.
The government hopes
that the power plant investment will create an
attractive environment
for foreign direct investment and sustain growth in
the economy, estimating that
its own investment will increase the mid-term GDP of
Kosovo by at least 2%.

Great interest by Kosovo
women in the MFK Women in
Energy Scholarship Program
Over 200 women from
around Kosovo have applied
for the WE – Women in Energy Scholarship Program launched in April
2019. The Scholarship
Program is focused on
providing
tuition-free
studies for Associate and
Master Degrees in American
universities for women from
Kosovo interested in energy-

related subjects. “The interest of women to apply for
our program has been overwhelming. We look
forward to selecting the
first cohort of 25 women
who will be attending
the courses in various US
colleges,” said Violeta Rexha,
Gender and Social Inclusion
Specialist with Millennium
Foundation Kosovo.

—Karen Sessions, Vice
President, Congressional
and Public Affairs

QUARTERLY QUOTES

US giant General Electric
(GE) has been selected as
the preferred bidder in a
tender for construction and
long-term maintenance
of ‘Kosova e Re’ power plant being built in
Kosovo by American
company ContourGlobal.
The plant will allow Kosovo to
tackle its growing electricity
demand self-sufficiently, will
improve its citizens’ quality
of life by reducing emissions,
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“I want to congratulate
the Millennium
Foundation Kosovo
and DMACC, for this
important initiative
that seeks to empower
Kosovo women to
become leaders in
the energy sector. As
one of the biggest
renewable energy
producers in the
United States, Iowa
can provide a unique
perspective on how to
run a modern energy
sector. Women in
Energy Scholarship is
another extension of
the strong bonds that
exist between Iowa
and Kosovo.”
—Senator Joni Ernst, US
Senator and vice chair of
the United States Senate
Republican Conference

49.6%
The labor force participation rate in Kosovo,
or the proportion of working age individuals
that are economically active, was 49.6%.
Among the 50.4% of the economically inactive
population, 85.4% reported never having been
regularly employed before.
Source: Labor Force and Time Use Survey
(2017), implemented by US- based Social
Impact, contracted by US government agency
MCC. This was a nationally and regionally
representative household survey with 8,533
households across Kosovo, using EUROSTAT
methodology.

FAVORITE TWEETS
USAID Kosovo
@USAIDKosovo
Last week Kosovo Judicial Council
launched their new website. http://www.
gjyqesori-rks.org Supporting transparency
in rule of law! Ensuring transparent justice
for Kosovo citizens. Access to information
is a step toward! #OpenCourtsKosovo
#USAIDTransforms

Vlora Çitaku
@vloracitaku
Together with @MCCgov officials here in DC
ahead of their trip to #Kosovo next week! We
are proud of our partnership and the amazing
job done by @MFKosovo #Kosovo #USA

Millenium Challenge
@MCCgov
A cornerstone of the @MCCgov development model is evidence-based selectivity.
Countries are assessed on 20 indicators
through the MCC scorecard and many
begin using this criteria as a roadmap to reform before a single dollar is invested. This
has become known as #TheMCCEffect

The challenge in focus
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Women in En
MFK’s Women in Energy activities aim to both increase the number of
women experts working and studying in the energy sector by stimulating
Kosovar women to join this sector, as well as help the sector obtain qualified
staff and fill the gap between sector needs and the labor market. These
are some of the key activities we have planned to address this important
imbalance in Kosovo’s economic landscape

Scholarship Program
Women in Energy Scholarship Program empowers all
Kosovar women - high school,
university, or professionally experienced - via the opportunity to obtain a two-year highly
specialized technical degree
in energy-related fields at international accredited educational institutions. The aim of
the program is providing Kosovar women with the academic
and technical energy-related

knowledge to prepare them
to join the energy sector in
Kosovo upon their return. The
courses offered – Renewable
Energy, Energy Auditing/Management, Power Plant Technology, etc. - are in line with the energy market demand in Kosovo
in order to prepare women for
the anticipated market needs
and help Kosovo develop the
workforce needed to sustain
new energy investments.
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Internship Program
Women in Energy Internship
Program empowers Kosovar
women - university students
and recent university graduates – via providing them
practical/paid-internship
experience in relevant government agencies and in public
and private companies in the
energy sector. The objective
of the internship program is to
boost women’s potential for

employment in the energy sector by providing them on-thejob experience through around
250 paid internships in major
energy sector institutions and
private firms. Acknowledging
that the energy-related fields
are highly dominated by men,
the internship opportunity will
be open to all women students
and graduates, no matter their
field of study.
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Technical Assistance and
Women Entrepreneurship
Grant Program
Women in Energy Entrepreneurship Program empowers all
Kosovar women entrepreneurs
via providing them with technical assistance and incentives
to embrace an energy efficient
working environment. Women
Entrepreneurship Grants target women entrepreneurs and
supports them to increase their

activity in the energy sector
as energy efficient users. It will
also help them upgrade their
businesses through energy solutions. Technical Assistance program aims to educate and train
women in regards to entrepreneurship skills in order to develop the image and profitability
of their enterprises. Overall, this

program aims to provide women entrepreneurs with the tools
to increase the energy efficiency
of their businesses via improving their entrepreneurship skills.

tial of girls to work together in
STEAM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts & Design, and
Mathematics) fields. In addition,
WiSci camps aim to develop important leadership qualities for
girls to overcome obstacles and
become the next generation of
leaders in STEAM. The curriculum
of the WiSci camp is designed to:
(1) grow participants’ analytical
thinking and technical skills; (2)
provide them with the resources

and tools to use the knowledge
gained in practice and (3) train
them to apply their STEAM and
leadership acumen to solve social
issues in their home communities.

#WiSciKosovo
WiSci, Women in Science, is a
global movement that aims to
promote gender equality via
girl-centered and girl-driven activities. MFK is launching the
WiSci summer camp together
with Department of State, Intel Cooperation and GirlUp UN
Foundation this summer for
100 high school girls from Kosovo, Serbia, USA and Northern
Macedonia. WiSci mission is to
increase the abilities and poten-

WE Awareness Campaign
MFK has launched Women in
Energy in February 20, 2019 in
the presence of the President of
Kosovo, Hashim Thaçi and MCC
Vice President, Karen Sessions.
The WE awareness campaign,
considering the lack of awareness of the Kosovar society in
regards to women inclusion in
the energy sector, has been intense with powerful awareness
materials including: testimonials
from pioneer Kosovar women

in the energy sector; informative written materials; advertisements portraying young
women working in the energy
sector and informative sessions
all around Kosovo to promote
Women in Energy. Informative sessions were held in eight
Kosovo municipalities, (covering
five Kosovo regions) starting on
March 4th, 2019 in Gracanica,
South Mitrovica; North Mitrovica; Gjilan; Prizren; Peja; Ferizaj

and finishing on March 28th,
2019, in Prishtina. Municipal
workshops were attended by
around 600 women and girls
from different ethnicities.
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Open and Transparent
Government

ISSUE 6

Dig
Data,
challenging the
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government and
civil society to
cooperate in
opening the
governance data

Meet our 2018 Dig
Data Grantees
This year, Dig Data
Challenge focused on
AIR QUALITY!

These are some of the actors from
civil society and private sector that
received grants from last years Dig
Data Challenge focused on labor data
Girls Power UP
is a training program for
grade 9-11 adolescent schoolgirls from rural areas, being
implemented by TOKA. This
project aims to boost schoolgirls self-confidence and
resilience from societal pressures, as well as close the skill
gap that is preventing them
from maximizing their opportunities in the labor market,
and the society in general.
The project is being implemented in the rural areas of
the following municipalities:
Lipjan, Drenas, Suhareke, and
Fushe Kosove.
The Future Workplace
is a project being implemented by Open Data Kosovo. It
entails the development of a
digital tool that will gather,
analyze and generate data
of the ICT market in Kosovo.

This digital tool will analyze
past and current trends,
and consequently serve as a
starting point on analyzing
the gender differences in
regards to education and the
percentage of employment in
the job market.
LinkMe Solution
is a project being implemented by Innovation
Centre Kosovo in partnership
with DataWis. The project
foresees the creation of a
platform that will interconnect job seekers with the
available jobs in the market
based on their skill set and
qualifications, and/or employers with the registered
users in the platform that
match the needs of their job
vacancies. Concurrently, the
government, civil society
organizations, the private

sector, academia and training
institutions will be able to
understand the importance
of cooperation to unlock economic growth and increase
the number of skilled labor
force, and consequently
increase the transparency/
public trust.
Linkage:
Talent Management and
Business Community is being
implemented by Business Development Group and aims
to foster the relationship between youth and the business
community by developing
capacity building programs
for both respective stakeholders. This solution intents
to increase awareness, knowledge and practical skills for
recruitment by consequently
diminishing gender bias in
the recruitment process.

At MFK, we seek to
strengthen feedback loops
between the government
and civil society by identifying civil society needs and
the government’s response
to those needs through
open government data.
Following the successful Dig
Data Challenge on Labor,
we are happy to be launching the second Dig Data
– Open Data Challenge on
Air Quality in June of 2019.
While Kosovo is experiencing a proliferation of air
quality data from numerous
government and non-government sources, its citizens
face challenges in interpreting the data - particularly
when it comes from different sources, changes over
time, and reflects immediate, local conditions. In this
“information uncertainty”

Kosovo’s stakeholders and
citizens are struggling to
have productive, data-driven conversations about
poor air quality and what
steps to take to mitigate the
negative impact of poor air
quality in the short and long
term. The challenge will be
open to individuals, groups,
and organizations. We encourage ideas from Kosovo
citizens, including informal
groups and networks, community groups, businesses
and existing service providers. MFK will announce three
winners for the Open Data
Challenge on Air Quality,
who will each receive grants
of up to 50,000€ to implement solutions that will
empower Kosovo’s citizens
to improve air quality and/
or take action to reduce the
impacts of poor air quality.
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Finance Support Facility for Independent Power Producers

Supporting Renewable
Energy Market Innovatively
Background
Recognizing the demand for
energy and the need to increase
supply sustainably, Kosovo
made a strong commitment to
renewable energy by setting
a target of 29% of gross consumption of energy in 2020 to
be renewable.
However, despite having
a well-established support
scheme framework that guarantees attractive Feed-in-Tariffs and long term PPA’s, renewable energy as a percentage
of gross energy consumption
has remained relatively static,
indicating that there are still serios barriers to RE IPP’s coming online.
“The share of RES in the
total energy supply mix
remains lower than 10%
despite the fact that the RES
authorizations issued by
ERO amount to more than
700 MW in capacity”

Project facts and
expected results:
The project is considered
highly innovative as it will pioneer new products in the financial market of Kosovo and
MCC has committed 5M USD
through MFK to cover the cost
of this support.
These interventions will
address key supply and demand-side barriers to IPP access
to project finance, including:

Constraints Analysis /
Due diligence
This impulsed MCC and MFK
to commission world class
consultancy services to understand the financing constraint
to IPPs and identify high-potential interventions through
the Threshold Program.
An intensive 18-month due
diligence will be conducted
where all stakeholders provided their in-depth contribution
and suggestions, identified the
need to address issues from the
regulatory, demand-side and
supply-side perspectives.
“Every RE IPP developer
interviewed cited access to
finance as the key bottleneck
to project development”

Areas of support
As such, MCC/MFK aim to
catalyze the development of
RE projects through three innovative complementary interventions:

Support Kosovo Credit
Guarantee Fund to
increase its capacity
in project finance and
energy finance as well
as cover all incremental
operating costs to establish a separate RE IPP
Guarantee Window.

1

Develop renewable energy
credit guarantee product

2

Project screening and development
- Kosovo Project Accelerator

3

Market standardization

Creation of Standardized templates for technical documents as well
as provision of training
to banks and market
regulators on use of
standardized framework
for renewable energy
project financing.

Establish a pipeline of
bankable projects - provide targeted technical
assistance and training
to IPPs, banks, and local
experts.

LATEST NEWS!

• Ecosystem and market
development,
• Reduced risk perception through
catalyzing successful transactions,
• Improved project planning by
developers,
• Professionalization of the
pre-feasibility process,
• Better financial structuring,
project packaging, and project
development by developers based
on bank needs,
• Capacity building of financial institutions, for credit appraisal,
• Promotion of a friendly regulatory and market ecosystem, etc.

As our newsletter was going to print, an MoU between
MFK and KCGF was signed, establishing the cooperative
framework for a renewable energy guarantee window in
Kosovo. The MoU represents a preliminary cooperation
agreement for a potential guarantee window, which will
provide guarantees for independent power producers
seeking financing to build new solar generation capacity.
MFK and KCGF will focus on three complementary interventions: a) providing the necessary technical assistance
and capacity building to establish a renewable energy
guarantee window; b) launching a Project Accelerator
focused on qualitative project screening and supporting
the preparation of bankable projects by independent
power producers; and c) supporting market standardization by developing trainings and a project standardization toolkit to help KCGF partner banks assess risk factors when evaluating solar generation projects.

DIG DATA
OPEN DATA
CHALLENGE

AIR

POLLUTION
On June 21, MFK will launch the
second national open data challenge, Dig Data Air Pollution.
We’ll provide grants to the value
of 150,000 Euro for actors from
civil society, private sector, academia and public institutions.
The aim is to identify innovative
and effective projects focused on
using open data in air pollution
to promote policy reforms with
environmental benefits!
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